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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FINANCE & PREMISES COMMITTEE 
 
Wednesday 24 February 2021 at 6.00 pm 
 
Venue: Microsoft Teams  
 
Present: 

Mr T Bailey (TB) Trustee, Vice-Chair Finance & Premises Committee 
Mr K Bannister (KB) Trustee 
Mr M Howell (MH) Trustee, Health and Safety Link  

Mr P Nagle (PN) Chair of Trustees, Chair of Finance & Premises Committee 

Mr C Wakefield (CW) Executive Principal 
 
In attendance 

Mrs K Redmond (KRE) Clerk to Trustees 

Mr R Scott (RSC) Director of Finance and Premises 
 

Apologies: 
Mr M Judd (MJ) Trustee 

 
This group was quorate for the purpose of resolutions 

 
Item Topic Minute 

 
1.  Welcome and apologies 

for absence 
Noted. 
 

2.  Election of Vice-Chair For the role of Vice-Chair, PN nominated TB, seconded by 
MH and AGREED unanimously. 
 

3.  Minutes of the previous 
meetings 
 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 30 September 2020 
were APPROVED unanimously.  
 

4.  Matters Arising There were no matters arising not covered by the agenda. 
 

5.    Declaration of Business 
Interests 

There were no new declarations of business interests and 
no trustee recorded any conflict of interest with the items on 
the agenda or the receipt or giving of any gifts or hospitality 
since the last meeting. 
 

6.  Summary of actions taken 
since the autumn term 
 

The summary of actions to be covered by the agenda items. 

7.  Finance Report RSC referred to his previously circulated report and 
highlighted: 
 
 annual grants have not changed 
 expenditure is on target; there is a £60k underspend on 

staffing which is equivalent to one teacher 
 savings have been made on utilities as a result of 

Covid-19 lockdown measures  
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 the academy is forecasting a £60k carry forward 
against the original budget which is a positive position 
to be in 

 the main concern is regarding loss of income in lettings 
and catering which will reduce income by £60k.  
Catering staff, not covered by the General Annual 
Grant (GAG), have been furloughed which has enabled 
the academy to recover approximately 50% of catering 
salary costs 

 additional government grants has enabled the academy 
to provide catch up learning and recoup extraordinary 
expenses. 

 
TB questioned if much catering stock was lost because of 
lockdown.  RSC advised there was a small loss but not a 
significant amount.  Existing stocks will be utilised 
wherever possible.  
 
MH questioned whether the losses were directly linked to 
Covid-19 to which RSC confirmed was the case as both 
catering and lettings usually run smoothly. 
 
MH questioned whether any lessons had been learned 
from Covid-19 measures.  RSC advised that the academy 
had managed the situation very well in order to keep the 
impact to a minimum and there were no obvious lessons to 
learn from. 
 
MH questioned whether any areas or equipment required 
inspection due to lack of use over the closure period.  RSC 
advised that the site staff had been on site every day and 
had continued to carry out necessary testing such as 
legionella, water and heating to ensure fit for purpose and 
fully operational.  
 
PN questioned whether any additional grants would be 
available to the academy as a result of Covid-19 and, if so, 
would that be additional grant income or would it be 
neutral?  RSC advised that the apart from the two main 
grants received there is likely to be a further resources 
grant available but no information has been published as 
yet.  It would be neutral cost to the academy. 
 
KB questioned whether there were any additional plans for 
Disadvantaged students transitioning from Year 6 to 7.  
CWA provided an outline of the immediate tasks required 
which would be completed in priority order.  Certain tasks, 
such as lateral flow testing, were a huge undertaking and 
would need to be addressed in order to enable the 
academy to reopen.  CWA advised that the comprehensive 
transition programmes would commence at the appropriate 
time alongside managing whatever system is put in place 
for the summer examinations.  
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PN questioned how significant was the underspend in 
indirect capitation and whether there was an opportunity to 
clawback funds from faculties to hold centrally at this time.  
RSC advised that it is unlikely there would be any 
significant amounts left in capitation budgets as 
expenditure has continued; spending patterns have 
changed as to what is required during lockdown but does 
not anticipate any large savings.   There will be savings for 
mock examination papers and significant savings for 
student transport costs for vocational courses. 
 
PN thanked RSC for his clear report and looked forward to 
receiving the monthly management accounts as discussed 
previously.  

 
8.  Audit Update Financial Accounts Action Plan 2019-20 - Aged Debtors 

 
RSC referred to the action points from the Audit Report and 
confirmed that five of the six are complete.   
 
With regard to Aged Debtors on the trading subsidiary, RSC 
advised that this due to the academy inheriting a significant 
amount of bad debt from the local council on transition.   
RSC advised that this has been difficult to follow up during 
lockdown but believes that most are not genuine debts and 
are likely to be written off; there are a number of small 
transactions totalling £3k.  RSC confirmed these will be 
dealt with by the end of August and will update the 
committee at the next meeting.  
 
PN referred to the Auditor’s suggestion for cashless catering 
to avoid the slight discrepancies in cash reconciliation.  RSC 
confirmed that controls have been tightened up in the 
Coffee Shop and the vast majority of transactions are now 
by debit card which has greatly reduced any discrepancies.  
 

9.  Responsible Officer (RO) 
Update 

RSC advised that RO visits were unable to take place due 
to Covid-19 lockdown and termly visits will be arranged 
once the academy reopens. 
 
RSC will share the RO programme in order for this 
committee to consider priority focus areas.  RSC will 
highlight where the RO is within the programme to enable 
this decision. 
  

11 Premises Update including 
update on Condition 
Improvement Fund (CIF) 
Bids 

a) Premises Update 
 

i. RSC advised that the site team had completed 
a huge amount of maintenance and decoration 
during closure.  Both campuses are prepared 
for fully opening to stakeholders. 

 
ii. RSC advised that a burst pipe had occurred 

today at the Mill Road Campus (MRC).  There 
have been problems with the boilers during the 
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last week at this campus and this seems to be 
the issue.  Engineers are in place to repair it by 
the time the academy reopens on 8 March. 

 
MH questioned if corrosion of the iron pipes was 
the cause and, if so, is a survey of the pipework 
required.   RSC advised that an assessment will 
be undertaken and may be suitable for a CIF 
bid. 

 
b) CIF Bids: 

 
i. RSC advised that following the initial 

assessment by engineers of the burst pipe, 
there could be a priority for a full survey to be 
carried out to understand the pipework’s 
condition; most pipes are 50-60 years old and 
past workable life.  This could be built into the 
capital programme and a CIF bid for an 
inspection on both campuses.  RSC will provide 
a report at the next meeting.  
 

ii. Following the last meeting, RSC spoke to the 
architects regarding which CIF bids could be 
successful.  RSC subsequently submitted a CIF 
bid for a sports hall at MRC addressing the 
areas raised in previously unsuccessful bids for 
this project.  RSC also submitted a second bid 
of £460k for fire doors following the installation 
of the new fire alarm system last year.   RSC 
advised that the latter bid had more chance of 
success but confirmation of any grant is unlikely 
to be received until the summer holidays. 

 
RSC will circulate the CIF bids to inform Trustees of the 
level of detail required for these bids.   

  
12 IT Update RSC advised that £205k was spent last summer to bring the 

IT infrastructure up to date.  Preparation savings were made 
as 95% of the hardware was installed by the academy’s 
own IT Team.  This also has the advantage of the team 
being very knowledgeable about the new system. 
 
RSC advised that the installation went very smoothly and 
was completed on budget.  The new system is noticeably 
better across the entire academy and no negative 
comments have been received.  RSC reminded Trustees 
that this system should last five years and has an extended 
warranty.  At that point the academy is likely to move to a 
cloud based system. 
 
CWA advised that the whole process was managed 
extremely well by the IT staff led by Mr Beckett and Mr 
Kirkland and to have a substantial system in place during 
remote learning was outstanding.   
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PN stated that sustaining a good internal team is very 
encouraging and puts the academy in a strong position. 
 

13 Health & Safety (H&S) 
Update 
 

The minutes of the Health & Safety Committee of  
7 October and 26 November 2020 were NOTED.  The 
meeting of 21 January 2021 was cancelled due to 
lockdown. 
 
RSC confirmed there have been no RIDDOR reportable 
incidents or any other incidents of concern. 
 
RSC advised that Handsam has been used by support staff 
during lockdown to complete on-line health and safety 
training.  MH advised that Handsam sends very useful daily 
updates.  
 
MH thanked CWA, RSC and their whole team for their 
sterling work in meeting DfE requirements for reopening the 
academy. 
 

14 Any Other Business 
 

There were no matters of any other business.  
 

15 Confirmation of 
confidential items for the 
Minutes. 

Agenda item 10. 

16 Date of next meetings Date of next meetings: 
 
23 June 2021 (jointly with HR Committee) 
 

Meeting closed at 7.40 pm 

 

 

 
Actions  
 
Date of 
Meeting/ 
Item 
number 

Topic Minute 
 

Completed 

30.09.20 
Agenda 
item 8c 

Finance report Monthly management accounts report to be 
circulated at the end of the first week of every 
month. This action will be NOTED at each 
Board of Trustees meeting.  
 

 

24.02.21 
Agenda 
item 8 

Audit Update – Aged 
Debtors 

RSC to provide an update on how Aged 
Debtors are being managed at the next 
meeting. 
 

 

24.02.21 
Agenda 
item 9 

RO Programme RSC to share the RO programme in order for 
this committee to consider priority focus 
areas.  RSC to highlight where the RO is 
within the programme to enable this decision. 
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24.02.21 
Agenda 
item 11b 

CIF bids RSC to provide a CIF bids report at the next 
meeting. 
 
RSC to circulate the CIF bids following this 
meeting to inform Trustees of the level of 
detail required for these bids.   
 

 

 


